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•  Stitch  marker  (if  you  don't  have  one,  you  can  use  a  thread)

•  Blunt  sewing  needle

•  scissors

Abbreviations:

•  PA:  high  point

•  Chain

•  PTS:  half  a  point

•  8/6  cotton  thread  in  the  desired  color

•  Silicone  veil

•  2.5mm  crochet  hook  (depending  on  the  tension  you  use)

•  Safety  eyes  8  or  10  mm  (in  my  case  I  used  8  mm)

•  AUM:  increase

Materials:
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8-  We  repeat  49  sc  all  the  way  around

9-  6sc,  1aum  (56)  

24-  (4sc,  1  dec)  x  10  (50)  

Sew  the  snout  between  turns  16  and  24  of  our  head

15-  Repeat  64  sc  throughout  the  entire  row

Even  adjust  according  to  the  muzzle  of  you
Place  the  safety  eyes  on  turn  16  of  our  head  14/15  stitches  away.

6-  4sc,  1inc  (42)  

ring  1-7  sc

17.18.19.20.21.22-  Repeat  66  sc  for  6  rounds

26-  (2sc,  1dm)  x10  (30)  

23-  (9sc,  1  dec)  x6  (60)  

7-  5sc,  1inc  (49)  

4-  2sc,  1inc  (28)  

5-  3mp,  1in  (35)  

16-  21sc,  1sc,  20sc,  1sc,  21sc  (66)  

14-  12sc,  1sc,  4sc,  1sc,  1sc,  1sc,  1sc,  1sc,  12sc,  1sc,  1sc,  1sc,  1

27-  (3sc,  1  dec)  x  6  (24)  

3-  1sc,  1in  (21)  

sc,  1sc,  4sc,  1sc,  12  sc  (64)  

25-  (3sc,  1dm)  x  10  (40)  

10/13  Repeat  56  sc  in  four  rounds  (10.11.12.13)

We  embroider  the  upper  eyelid  with  black  embroidery  thread,  poking  with  our  sewing  needle

2-  1  increase  in  each  point  (14)

On  both  sides

Head  and  body:
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33.34-  Repeat  36  sts  in  two  rows

36.37-  Repeat  42  sts  on  both  rows

46.  (6mp,  1dim)  x6  (42)

We  embroider  the  eyebrows  around  12  of  our  head  or  to  your  liking

39.40.41.42.43.44.45  Repeat  48  sts  along  all  7  rows

28-  Repeat  24  sc  on  both  rows

29-  (3mp,  1aum)  x6  (30)

32-  (4mp,  1aum)  x6  (36)  

35-  (5mp,  1aum)  x6  (42)  

We  do  the  same  with  the  light  part.  I  suggest  that  once  we  like  the  look,  apply  a  little  
cold  liquid  silicone  with  a  stick  to  fix  the  two  wires

30-31-  Repeat  30  sts  on  both  rows

Now  we  continue  with  the  color  we  chose  for  our  pig's  shirt

@  

38.  (6mpb  1aum)  x6  (48)
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Legs:

12.  Repeat  22  sc  (22)

17.  (7  pb,  1  dez)  x2  (16)  

19.  (6  pb,  1  dez)  x2  (14)  

4.  (2sc  1aum)  x6  (24)  

11.  (10  pb,  1  dez)  x2  (22)  

3.  (1sc,  1aum)  x6  (18)  

1.  I  have  6  sc  (6)

21.  (5  pb,  1  dez)  x2  (12)  

5.6.7.8.9.10  We  repeat  24  sc

14.  Repeat  20  sc

16.  Repeat  18  sc

15.  (8  sc,  1  dec)  x2  (18)  

13.  (9  sc,  1  dec)  x2  (20)  

18.  Repeat  16  sc

20.  Repeat  14  sc

52.  6  consecutive  decreases.

We  close  it  with  a  blunt  sewing  needle,  taking  the  6  front  threads  and  then

we  adjust

49.  (3mp,  1dim)  x6  (24)  

Knit  with  the  color  of  our  little  pig's  skin

48.  (4mp,  1dim)  x6  (30)  

47.  (5mp,  1dim)  x6  (36)  

50.  (2mp,  1dim)  x6  (18)  

51.  (1mp,  1dim)  x6  (12)  

2.  1  increase  in  each  stitch  (12)
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16/10.  Repeat  14  sc  throughout  the  seven  rounds

1.  6  sc  magic  ring  (6)

1.  6  sc  magic  ring  (6)

9.  6sc,  1dc,  7sc  (14)  

4.5.6.7  Repeat  18  sc  in  four  rounds

5.  3sc,  (1sc,  1aum)  x3,  6sc,  (1sc,  1aum)  x3,  3sc  (30)  

17.12  sc,  1  dec  (13  points)

We  sew  between  rounds  16  and  24  of  our  face

the  other.

We  sew  on  the  second  round  of  the  body,  leaving  9  stitches  of  distance  between  one  arm  and

We  start  with  the  color  we  choose  for  the  skin.

*  We  fill  ¾  parts  of  the  arm

3.  (1mp,  1aum)  x6  (18)  

*  Leave  a  30  cm  tail  to  sew  to  the  side  of  the  body

3.  (1mp,  1aum)  x6  (18)  

Arms:

Rotate  10  of  the  body  19/20  points  apart.

18.19.20.21.22.23.24.25.26.  Repeat  14  sc

8.  6sc,  3dism,  6sc  (15)

22.23.24.25.26.27.28.  We  repeat  12  sc  (12)

*We  changed  to  the  color  of  the  shirt

6.  Repeat  taking  only  the  back  loop,  the  30  sc  of  the  entire  row

2.  1  increase  in  each  previous  stitch  (12)

4.  3  sc,  3  inc  in  a  row,  6  sc,  3  inc  in  a  row,  3  sc  (24)

2.  1  increase  in  each  previous  stitch  (12)
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Work  with  orange.

1.  6  magic  ring  sc  (6pts)

Ears:
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4.  (3sc,  1in)  x3  (15pts)  

6.  (4sc,  1in)  x3  (18pts)  

3.  (2sc,  1in)  x3  (12pts)  

2.  (1sc,  1in)  x3  (9pts)  

7.  (5sc,  1in)  x3  (21pts)  
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18.  When  we  are  finished,  we  join  the  two  legs  with  a  marker  in  the  center  of  both

Example :  if  I  weave  the  rabbit  in  3,  I  only  use  a  3.5  needle  for  the  chains.

Knit  25  chains.  Join  the  first  and  last  with  a  mp

*  

Knitting  leg  number  two  (25  sc)

Check  that  the  fabric  is  not  twisted/rotated.

In  total  we  will  have  (50  mp)

16/17  rounds  of  25sc  (25pts)  depending  on  the  length  you  want

Use  a  needle  half  a  stitch  larger  than  the  one  we  use  for  knitting

14/25.  50  sc  (50  sc)  We  knit  12  loops

*  We  sew  the  side  of  the  head  on  the  fourth  round  counting  from  the  ring.

27/33.  Go  up  with  a  chain  and  turn  the  knitting,  knit  12  sc  (12  stitches)

Gardener:
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*Make  the  second  leg  exactly  the  same  without  cutting  the  fabric.

We  knit  25  chains  +  6  more  chains  to  knit  the  buttonhole.  Now,  starting  from  the  

fifth  stitch  of  the  chains,  I  start  knitting  25  double  crochets  until  I  reach  the  chest.  Close  

it  on  the  chest,  now  we  slide  to  the  other  corner  with  very  low  stitches  and  there  we  

repeat  the  previous  sequence.

we  leave  a  short  strand  of  5  cm.
When  we  finish  the  first  leg,  we  close  the  fabric  with  a  slip  stitch  and

Legs,  we  knit  the  whole  leg  number  one  like  this  (25  sc)  and  join  the  next  side

5  lines

Straps:

Gardener's  Chest:
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author's  writing.

•  Mini  Raccoons

If  you  post  photos  of  the  doll  on  social  media,  don't  forget  to  mention  that  the  pattern  is  mine.

Remember  that  purchasing  the  pattern  is  for  personal  use.  May  not  be  published,  resold,  

reproduced  (by  any  means,  electronic  or  mechanical,  photocopying,  recording  or  otherwise),  

shared,  translated  or  altered  without  permission  from

Rochi  Handmade  Fabrics  Argentina

rochi_artisanalfabrics

•  Clarita  Ovelha

•  Lazy  Bear

•  Mauro  the  fox  and  his  baby

•  Rabbit  with  gardener  with  rabbit  rattle

•  Bear  with  Gardener

Other  available  patterns:

You  can  create  as  many  toys  as  you  want  using  this  pattern  for  personal  (non-

profit)  use,  charity  or  sale.

•  Mini  foxes

You  can  contact  me  to  get  them  and  see  all  my  work  on  networks  like:

@rochi_tejidosartesanales
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•  Hiccup's  Glory

•  Miss  Piggy  and  Mr.  Ham
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